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BUILDING DOCKER IMAGES

Build images with our applications



Docker
Image

Docker image is like a stopped
container.

DOCKER IMAGE

Images are made of multiple layers
stacked on top of each other.

MULTIPLE LAYERS

Most popular image registry.

DOCKER HUB



Docker Images: deep dive
Images are like stopped containers (or classes if you’re a developer). In fact, you can stop a
container and create a new image from it. With this in mind, images are considered build-
time constructs whereas containers are run-time constructs.



Once we've started a container from an image, the two constructs become dependent on
each other and you cannot delete the image until the last container using it has been
stopped and destroyed. 
 
Attempting to delete an image without stopping and destroying all containers using it will
result in error.

Images & containers



The whole purpose of a container is to run an application or service. This means that the
image a container is created from must contain all OS and application files required to run
the app/service. However, containers are all about being fast and lightweight. This means
that the images they’re built from are usually small and stripped of all non-essential parts.
 
For example, Docker images do not ship with 6 different shells for you to choose from - they
usually ship with a single minimalist shell, or no shell at all. They also don’t contain a kernel -
all containers running on a Docker host share access to the host’s kernel. 
 
For these reasons, we sometimes say images contain just enough operating system

Images are small



Docker images are stored in image registries. The most common registry is Docker Hub
(https://hub.docker.com). 
 
Other registries exist, including 3rd party registries and secure on-premises registries.
However, the Docker client is opinionated and defaults to using Docker Hub.

Image registries



Official repositories contain images that have been vetted by Docker, Inc. This means they
should contain up-to-date, high-quality code, that is secure, well-documented, and in-line
with best practices.
 
Unofficial repositories can be like viking journey - you should not expect them to be safe,
well-documented or built according to best practices. That’s not saying everything in
unofficial repositories is bad! There’s some brilliant stuff in unofficial repositories. You just
need to be very careful before trusting code from them.

Official & Unofficial registries



Addressing images from official repositories is as simple as giving the repository name and
tag separated by a colon ( : ). The format for docker image pull , when working with an image
from an official repository is: docker image pull <repository>:<tag>

Image naming & tagging



Couple of things to remember:
 
if you do not specify an image tag after the repository name, Docker will assume you are
referring to the image tagged as latest .
 
The latest tag doesn’t have any powers. It does not guarantee it is the most recent image in
arepository.
 
Pulling images from an unofficial repository is essentially the same - you just need to
prepend the repository name with a Docker Hub username or organization name. 
 
 



Here we are pulling webserver v1 image from lovelearnlinux repository owned by Network
Nuts.

I want you to remember the layer numbers , marked with arrow.



Here we are pulling webserver v1 image from lovelearnlinux repository owned by Network
Nuts. Pull all of the images in a repository by adding the -a flag to them docker image pull
command.

I want you to remember the layer numbers , marked with arrow.



dangling: Accepts true or false , and returns only dangling images (true), or non-dangling
images (false).
before: Requires an image name or ID as argument, & returns all images created before it.
since: Same as above, but returns images created after the specified image.
label: Filters images based on the presence of a label or label and value. The docker
image ls command does not display labels in its output

Docker provides the --filter flag to filter the list of images returned by docker image ls .
Docker currently supports the following filters:
 

Image filtering on docker host



Example of using reference to display only images tagged as “latest”.

Use the --format flag to format output using Go templates. For example, the following
command will only return the size property of images on a Docker host.



Show all images, but only display repo, tag and size.



The docker search command lets you search Docker Hub from the CLI. You can pattern
match against strings in the “NAME” field, and filter output based on any of the returned
columns.
 
In its simplest form, it searches for all repos containing a certain string in the “NAME” field.
For example, the following command searches for all repos with “lovelearnlinux”
in the “NAME” field.

Image searching on docker hub



Use --filter "is-official=true" so that only official repos are displayed

Show repos with automated builds



Use --filter "is-official=true" so that only official repos are displayed

Show repos with automated builds



By default, Docker will only display 25 lines of results. However, you can use the --limit flag
to increase that to a maximum of 100.



A Docker image is just a bunch of loosely-connected read-only layers. Docker takes care of
stacking these layers and representing them as a single unified object.

Images & layers



There are a few ways to see and inspect the layers that make up an image, and we’ve
already seen one of them.

Each line in the output above that ends with “Pull complete” represents a layer in the
image that was pulled. This image has 3 layers.



Another way to see the layers of an image is to inspect the image with the docker image
inspect command. 
 
# docker image inspect lovelearnlinux/webserver:v1



All Docker images start with a base layer, and as changes are made and new content is
added, new layers are added on top.
 
You might create a new image based off Ubuntu Linux 16.04. This would be your image’s first
layer. Then later if you add python, this would be added as a second layer on top of the base
layer. If you then added a security patch, this would be added as a third layer at the top. Your
image would now have three layers.



Remember, that as additional layers are added, the image is always the combination of all
layers. Take a simple example of two layers. Each layer has 3 files, but the overall image has
6 files as it is the combination of both layers.



In this case of three-layered image. The overall image only presents 6 files in the unified
view. This is because file 7 in the top layer is an updated version of file 5 directly below
(inline). In this situation, the file in the higher layer obscures the file directly below it. This
allows updated versions of files to be added as new layers to the image.



Docker employs a storage driver (snapshotter in newer versions) that is responsible for
stacking layers and presenting them as a single unified filesystem. Examples of storage
drivers on Linux include AUFS , overlay2 , devicemapper , btrfs and zfs . 
 
The only driver supported by Docker on Windows is windowsfilter , which implements
layering and CoW on top of NTFS.
 
The same 3-layer image as it will appear to the system. I.e. all three layers stacked and
merged, giving a single unified view.



Multiple images can, and do, share layers. This leads to efficiencies in space & performance.
Let’s do docker image pull command with the -a flag that we ran previously to pull all tagged
images in the lovelearnlinux/webserver repository.

Sharing image layers



Notice the lines ending in Already exists .
 
These lines tell us that Docker is smart enough recognize when it’s being asked to pull an
image layer that it already has a copy of. In this example, Docker pulled the image tagged as
latest first. Then, when it pulled the v1 and v2 images, it noticed that it already had some of
the layers that make up those images. This happens because both images in this repository
are almost identical, and therefore share many layers.



Normally we pull images by tag. But it has a problem — tags are mutable! This means it’s
possible to accidentally tag an image with the wrong tag. Sometimes it’s even possible to
tag an image with the same tag as an existing, but different, image. This can cause
problems!
 
Docker 1.10 introduced a new content addressable storage model. As part of this new model,
all images now get a cryptographic content hash. We will refer this hash as the digest.
 
Because the digest is a hash of the contents of the image, it is not possible to change the
contents of the image without the digest also changing. This means digests are immutable.
 
This helps avoid the problem.

Pulling image using digest





Now remote the image and try pulling it using digest / hash.



Deleting an image will remove the image and all of its layers from your Docker host. This
means it will no longer show up in docker image ls commands, and all directories on the
Docker host containing the layer data will be deleted. 
 
However, if an image layer is shared by more than one image, that layer will not be deleted
until all images that reference it have been deleted.

Deleting Images



If the image you are trying to delete is in use by a running container you will not be able to
delete it. Stop and delete any containers before trying the delete operation again.
 
A handy shortcut for deleting all images on a Docker host is to run the docker image rm
command and pass it a list of all image IDs on the system by calling docker image ls with the
-q flag.



WHAT WE LEARNED

Like virtual machine templates and are used to start containers. Under the hood they
are made up one or more read-only layers, that when stacked together, make up the
overall image.
 
The docker image pull command to pull some images into our Docker host’s local
registry.
 
Image naming, official and unofficial repos, layering, sharing, and digest


